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Abstract
Superspace techniques are used to formulate a supersymmetric model on an AdS3 surface
embedded in four dimensions. In this model, the supersymmetry transformation is the “square
root” of transformation generated by the isometry generators of AdS3. Since momentum is
not an isometry generator, supersymmetry does not result in equal masses for a Bosonic field
and its Fermionic partner. We express this model in terms of coordinates that characterize the
AdS3 space. In one coordinate system, it is possible to define a subspace with a Minkowski
metric. It becomes possible to infer a model in AdS4 space in which there is a symmetry
transformation that relates Bosonic and Fermionic fields. This model is not a consequence
of being formulated in a superspace and the Fermionic symmetry transformation is not the
“square root” of an isometry of AdS4.
1 Introduction
Much work has been done on formulating field theory on spaces of constant curvature (see, for
example [1-13]). This topic has become more prominent with the introduction of the AdS/CFT
conjecture [14, 15]. The formulation of supersymmetric models on AdS space has generally been
a consequence of more general supergravity models. However, it is also possible to formulate
supersymmetric models on spaces of constant curvature by considering these spaces to be embedded
in spaces of higher dimension [16, 17].
In this paper we extend the work done on supersymmetric models in AdS3 and AdS4 presented
in ref. [17]. In the embedding space for AdS, it proves possible to use superspace techniques to
formulate a model possessing a symmetry whose algebra is that of the supersymmetric extension
of the AdS3 isometry algebra. This model can be expressed in terms of coordinates that lie in the
AdS3 space.
1
It then proves possible to formulate a model for AdS4 that possesses a Fermionic symmetry
using the embedding space coordinates. Although this model is analogous to the supersymmetric
model in AdS3, it turns out that the symmetry which relates Bosons to Fermions in this model does
not have an algebra that is related to the isometry algebra for AdS4.
In both AdS3 and AdS4, the masses of the Fermionic and Bosonic fields can be distinct as the
supersymmetry generator is not the “square root” of a momentum generator.
2 Supersymmetry in AdS3
The space AdS3 can be viewed as being the three dimenional surface embedded in a four dimensional
space xA (A = 1, . . . , 4) defined by the equation
ηABx
AxB = r2 (1)
where ηAB is the metric ηAB = diag(+1,+1,−1,−1).
The generators of an isometry transformation on this surface are MAB; they satisfy the algebra
[MAB,MCD] = ηACMBD − ηADMBC + ηBDMAC − ηBCMAD. (2)
This algebra is realized by the angular momentum operator
LAB = −xA∂B + xB∂A (3)
as well as the two spin operators σAB and σAB where (with ǫ
1234 = 1)
σAB = −1
4
(λAλB − λBλA) = −1
2
ǫABCDσ
CD (4a)
and
σAB = −1
4
(λAλB − λBλA) = +1
2
ǫABCD σ
CD. (4b)
In eq. (4), λA and λA are 2× 2 matrices related to the usual Pauli spin matrices ~τ by
λA = (1, iτ
2, τ 1, τ 3) (5a)
and
λA = (1,−iτ 2,−τ 1,−τ 3). (5b)
Since
λAλ
B
+ λBλ
A
= 2ηAB (6)
the Dirac matrices
γA =
(
0 λA
λ
A
0
)
(7)
satisfy {
γA, γB
}
= 2ηAB. (8)
We have occasion to make use of the Fierz identities
(λA)ij(λA)kℓ = 2δiℓδkj (9a)
and
2λAijδkℓ = λ
A
iℓδkj + ǫ
ABCDλBiℓσCD kj (9b)
2λ
A
ijδkℓ = λ
A
iℓδkj − ǫABCDλBiℓσCD kj. (9c)
In addition we find that
σABλC − λCσAB = ηACλB − ηBCλA (10a)
λAλ
B
λC = ηABλC − ηACλB + ηBCλA + ǫABCDλD. (10b)
We also note that since
τ 2λAτ 2 = λ
AT
(11a)
τ 2σABτ 2 = −σABT (11b)
we can define the matrix
C = iλ3λ4 =
(
−τ 2 0
0 −τ 2
)
(12)
so that
CγµC−1 = γµ† = γµT . (13)
The charge conjugate of a four component Dirac spinor Ψ is given by
ΨC = CΨ
T
(14)
where
Ψ = −Ψ†C; (15)
since (ΨC)C = Ψ, a Dirac spinor can be taken to be simultaneously Weyl and Majorana [18]. This
means that if
Ψ =
(
θ
φ
)
(16)
then the two component spinors θ and φ are both real. Furthermore, under the transformation
Φ −→ eωAB
∑
ABΨ (17)
where
∑
AB = −14 [γA, γB], then
θ −→ eωABσABθ (18a)
θ˜ −→ θ˜e−ωABσAB (18b)
φ −→ eωABσABφ (18c)
φ˜ −→ φ˜e−ωABσAB (18d)
where
θ˜ = θT τ 2, φ˜ = φT τ 2. (19)
Under the transformation of eq. (18), θ˜θ and φ˜φ are scalars, φ˜λ
A
θ and θ˜λAφ are vectors (by
eq. (10a)) while θ˜σABθ and φ˜σABφ are tensors (by eq. (2)). However, if Ψ is Grassmann, then
θ˜σABθ = φ˜σABφ = 0.
For functional differentiation with respect to the spinor θ it is apparent that
∂
∂θi
=
∂θ˜j
∂θi
∂
∂θ˜j
= τ 2ij
∂
∂θ˜j
(20)
so that by eqs. (11b, 18) we have the transformations
∂
∂θ˜
−→ eωABσAB ∂
∂θ˜
. (21)
If we take a generator Q to be a Majorana-Weyl spinor in 2+ 2 dimensions, then the Fierz identity
for
∑
AB
(
∑AB)ij(∑AB)kℓ = −12(∑AB)iℓ(∑AB)kj − 34 (δiℓδkj + γ5iℓγ5kj) (22)
(γ5 = −γ0γ1γ2γ3) can be used to show that the supersymmetry algebra{
Q, Q˜
}
= 2
∑AB
MAB (23a)[
MAB, Q
]
= −∑ABQ (23b)
satisfies the Jacobi identity. If now we take
KAB =
1
2
(
MAB − 1
2
ǫABCDMCD
)
= −1
2
ǫABCDKCD (24a)
K
AB
=
1
2
(
MAB +
1
2
ǫABCDMCD
)
= +
1
2
ǫABCDKCD (24b)
Q = λA
(
θ∂A + xA
∂
∂θ˜
)
(25a)
Q˜ =
(
θ˜∂A − ∂
∂θ
xA
)
λ
A
(25b)
R = λ
A
(
θ∂A + xA
∂
∂θ˜
)
(26a)
R˜ =
(
θ˜∂λ − ∂
∂θ
xA
)
λA (26b)
then the algebra of eq. (23) decomposes into{
Q, Q˜
}
= 2σABKAB (27a)[
KAB, Q
]
= −σABQ (27b)
and {
R, R˜
}
= 2σABKAB (28a)[
K
AB
, Q
]
= −σABQ, (28b)
with KAB and K
AB
both satisfying eq. (2) (ie, we can make the decomposition SO(2, 2) =
SO(2, 1)× SO(2, 1)).
We now introduce a scalar superfield Φ(xA, θ)
Φ(xA, θ) = φ(xA) + θ˜ρ(xA) +
1
2
F (xA)θ˜θ. (29)
With R being given by eq. (26a), we see that this induces a change δΦ = [ǫ˜R,Φ], which, upon using
eq. (9b), results in
δφ = ǫ˜λ · xρ = ρ˜λ · xǫ (30a)
δρ = λA(φ,A + FxA)ǫ (30b)
δF = −ǫ˜λAρ,A = −ρ˜,AλAǫ . (30c)
(We have ǫ˜ transforming as φ˜ does in eq. (18d).) It can be verified directly that the transformations
of eq. (30) are consistent with eq. (28). We also find that[
ǫ˜R, xAxA − θ˜θ
]
= 0. (31)
Functional integration over the Grassmann variable θ is normalized so that∫
d2θ θ˜θ = 1 (32a)
or equivalently
∫
d2θ θiθj = −1
2
τ 2ij . (32b)
The product of superfields is clearly a superfield and by eq. (30c) its θ˜θ component is a total
derivative. This observation and eq. (31) lead us to consider the action
S =
∫
d4x d2θ δ
(
xAxA − θ˜θ − r2
) [
ΦR˜RΦ + g2Φ
2
]
(33)
as it is invariant by construction under the transformation of eq. (30). (Interaction terms gnΦ
n
could also be included.)
We now use the relation∫
d4xd2θf δ
(
xAxA − θ˜θ − r2
)
=
∫
d4xd2θf(x)
[
δ(xAxA − r2)− θ˜θδ′(xAxA − r2)
]
=
∫
d4xd2θδ(xAxA − r2)
[
f(x) + θ˜θ∂A
(
xA
2xBxB
f(x)
)]
(34)
(since xB∂Bδ(x
AxA − r2) = 2xBxBδ′(xAxA − r2)) as well as
R˜R = θ˜θ∂A∂A + θ˜
∂
∂θ˜
(
4 + 2xA∂A − 2σABLAB
)
− 2xA∂A − xAxA ∂
∂θ
∂
∂θ˜
(35)
to rewrite S in eq. (33) as
S =
∫
d4xδ(x2 − r2)[ 1
r2
φ
(
1
2
LABLAB − ω2 + g2(ω + 1)
)
φ
+ ρ˜
(
σABLAB − 2− 1
2
g2
)
ρ− r
2
2
F 2 + (1− ω + g2)φF
]
. (36)
In eq. (36) we have used the d-dimensional relation
∂A∂A =
1
2xAxA
[
LABLAB + 2(d− 2)xA∂A + 2(xA∂A)2
]
(37)
and have assumed that
∆Φ ≡
(
xA∂A + θ˜
∂
∂θ˜
)
Φ = ωΦ. (38)
This last relationship is a supersymmetric generalization of the homogeneity condition of Dirac [1]
and is consistent with supersymmetry as [ǫ˜R,∆] = 0.
We note from eq. (36) that the field F is an auxiliary field, and that the scalar φ and the spinor
ρ have distinct masses. Supersymmetric models in Minkowski space have equal masses for such
pairs of fields as the symmetry generator is the “square root” of the momentum generator [19].
We now consider how the action of eq. (36) can be expressed in terms of coordinates on the
curved surface defined by eq. (1) rather than the coordinates xA of the embedding space. If we
take
xA = rfA(ya) (a = 1, 2, 3) (39)
where ηABf
AfB = 1, then the line element in the embedding space is given by
ds2 = ηABdx
AdxB
= dr2 + ηABr
2
∂fA
∂ya
∂fB
∂yb
dyadyb (40)
so that we can define the metric
gab = ηAB
∂fA
∂ya
∂fB
∂yb
. (41)
The operator LAB of eq. (2) is evidently a linear combination of the derivatives
∂
∂ya
and so
LAB = ΛABa
∂
∂ya
= −rfA ∂
∂xB
+ rfB
∂
∂xA
. (42)
As ∂
∂ya
= r ∂f
A
∂ya
∂
∂xA
, eq. (42) leads to
ΛABa
∂fC
∂ya
= −fAηBC + fBηAC . (43)
Together, eqs. (41) and (43) show that
ΛABa = gab
(
−fA∂f
B
∂yb
+ fB
∂fA
∂yb
)
(44)
and so
LABL
AB = 2
[
∂gcd
∂yd
∂
∂yc
+ gabgcd
∂2fA
∂ya∂yd
∂fA
∂yb
∂
∂yc
(45)
+ gab
∂2
∂ya∂yb
]
.
If now g = det gab, then we obtain
∂g
∂ya
=
∂g
∂gmn
∂gmn
∂ya
= g gmn
∂gmn
∂ya
. (46)
Together, eqs. (45, 46) lead to
1
2
LABLAB =
1√
g
∂
∂ya
(
gab
√
g
) ∂
∂ya
. (47)
On the surface defined by eq. (1) we first take
(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (r sec ρ sin t, r sec ρ cos t, r tan ρ sinψ, r tan ρ cosψ) (48)
with r being a constant. In general, with ds2 being given by eq. (40),
ds2 = dr2 + r2
[
sec2 ρ(dt2 − dρ2)− tan2 ρ dψ2] (49)
and by eq. (47)
1
2
LABLAB = cos
2ρ
(
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂ρ2
)
− cot ρ ∂
∂ρ
− cot2 ρ ∂
2
∂ρ2
. (50)
Furthermore, with these coordinates, eqs. (4b, 5, 44) lead to
σABLAB = iτ
2(∂ψ − ∂t) +
[
sin(t− ψ)− iτ 2 cos(t− ψ)] (51)[
(sin ρ∂t − csc ρ∂ψ)τ 1 − cos ρ∂ρτ 3
]
.
If now we set
tan ρ = sinh κ (52)
then eqs. (50) and (51) become
1
2
LABLAB = sech
2κ
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂κ2
− (cothκ tanh κ) ∂
∂κ
− cosh2 κ ∂
2
∂ψ2
(53a)
and
σABLAB = iτ
2(∂ψ − ∂t) +
[
sin(t− ψ)− iτ 2 cos(t− ψ)] (53b)[
(tanh κ∂t − coth κ∂ψ)τ 1 − ∂κτ 3
]
respectively.
We can also use the Poincare´ coordinates
r = (x1
2
+ x2
2 − x32 − x42)1/2 (54a)
a =
x1 − x4
r2
(54b)
t =
x2
ar
(54c)
z =
x3
ar
. (54d)
With these coordinates, the element of arc length in eq. (40) becomes
ds2 = −r
2
a2
da2 + a2r2(dt2 − dz2) + a2(t2 − z2)dr2
− 2a2r dr
(
1
a3
da+ t dt− z dz
)
; (55)
in addition we find that
xA∂A = r∂r − a∂a + t∂t + z∂z . (56)
Furthermore, direct calculation shows that
1
2
LABLAB = −a2∂2a − 3a∂a +
1
a2
(
∂2t − ∂2z
)
(57)
and
σABLAB =
1
2
(τ 1 − iτ 2)
[
a
r
(t− z)∂a − 1
2a2r
(∂t + ∂z) (58)
+
zt
r
(∂t − ∂z) + z
2 − t2
2r
(−∂t + ∂z)
]
+
r
4
(τ 1 + iτ 2)(∂t − ∂z) + τ
3
2
[a∂a − (t− z)(∂t − ∂z)] .
If we were to restrict our attention to the surface r = const., a = const. so that dr = da = 0, then
by eq. (55) ds2 = (ar)2(dt2 − dz2) which is an element of arc length conformally equivalent to two
dimensional Minkowski space. If we take all fields to be independent of r then by eqs. (38) and
(56)
a∂aφ = (t∂t + z∂z − ω)φ (59a)
a∂aρ = [t∂t + z∂z − (ω − 1)] ρ (59b)
and
a∂aF = [t∂t + z∂z − (ω − 2)]F. (59c)
(We note that L34 = a∂a − t∂t − z∂z by eqs. (3) and (54).) Eqs. (57) and (58) can be used in
conjunction with eq. (59) to reduce the action of eq. (36) to a supersymmetric model in the two
dimensional space spanned by the coordinates t and z. The supersymmetry is that of eq. (30),
again provided φ, ρ and F are independent of r and their dependence on a is dictated by eq. (59).
From eq. (58) it is not apparent if this model is invariant under a Poincare´ transformation in the
space spanned by t and z. It is however invariant under the Bosonic symmetry generated by LAB;
in particular by L12 = −(t∂x + x∂t).
3 Supersymmetry in AdS4
Supersymmetry using the five dimensional embedding space for AdS4 has been discussed in refs.
[16, 17]. This embedding space is defined by eq. (1) where now A = (0, 1, 2, 3, 5) and ηAB =
diag(+1,−1,−1,−1,+1). A suitable set of Dirac matrices is
Γ0 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
Γi =
(
0 τ i
−τ i 0
)
Γ5 =
(
−1 0
0 1
)
(60)
with the charge conjugation matrix C given by
C = iΓ1Γ3 = C−1 = C† = −C∗ = −CT . (61)
We let
φ = Q†(−iΓ0Γ5) (62)
for a spinor φ in the embedding space; if
φC = Cφ
T
(63)
then φ = (φc)c and so a spinor can be taken to be Majorana. The supersymmetry of eqs. (2, 23)
can now be shown to be consistent in this five dimensional embedding space associated with AdS4
[17]. However, despite the fact that the supersymmetry algebra for AdS4 can be represented in a
superspace, it doesn’t turn out to be feasible to define a supersymmetric model using this superspace
[17]. We can, however, use the AdS3 model of eq. (36) to find an analogous model defined in the
embedding space for AdS4 that contains a Fermionic symmetry.
An action on AdS4 that is modelled on the action of eq. (36) is
S =
∫
d5xδ(x2 − r2)
[
Ψ˜ (
∑µν
Lµν + A)Ψ +BΦ (L
µνLµν + b) Φ + |CF 2
]
. (64)
In eq. (64) Ψ is a Majorana spinor with Ψ˜ = ΨTC, Φ and F real scalars, and A,B, |C and b
undetermined constants. These constants are to be fixed by requiring that the action of eq. (64)
be invariant under a Fermionic symmetry transformation of the form
δΨ = [(
∑µν
Lµν + α)Φ− F ] ξ (65a)
δΦ = ξ˜Ψ (65b)
δF = −ξ˜ (∑µνLµν + γ) Ψ (65c)
where ξ is a constant Majorana spinor and α and γ are constants.
Substitution of eq. (65) into eq. (64),along with the useful equations
CγµC−1 = γµT (66a)
C
∑µν
C−1 = −∑µνT (66b)
[∑µν
,
∑λσ] = ηµλ∑νσ − ηνλ∑µσ + ηνσ∑µλ − ηµσ∑λν (67)
{∑µν
,
∑λσ} = −1
2
(
ηµληνσ − ηµσηνλ)− i
2
ǫµνλσργρ (68)
(ǫ01235 = +1)
(
∑µν
Lµν)
2
= −1
2
LµνLµν + 3
∑µν
Lµν (69)
δabδcd =
1
4
δadδcb +
1
4
γ
µ
adγµcb −
1
2
∑µν
ad
∑
µνcb (70)∑µν
ab δcd =
1
4
(
∑µν
adδcb + δad
∑µν
cb ) +
1
8
(γνadγ
µ
cb − γµadγνcb) (71)
+
1
2
(∑µλ
ad
∑ν
λcb −
∑νλ
ad
∑µ
λcb
)
+
i
8
ǫµνλσρ (
∑
λσadγρcb + γρad
∑
λσcb)
can be used to show that if
A = −α, B = 1
2
, b = 2α2, |C = −1, γ = −α (72)
in eqs. (64) and (65), then the action of eq. (64) is invariant under the transformations of eq. (65).
Furthermore, the action
S ′ =
∫
d4xδ(x2 − r2)
[
Ψ˜Ψ + 2FΦ− 2αΦ2
]
(73)
is also invariant under the transformation of eq. (65) with γ = −α.
We now can examine the commutator of two transformations of the form given by eq. (65). If
δi is a transformation associated with a parameter ξi, then it is easily shown that
(δ1δ2 − δ2δ1) Φ =
(
ξ˜2
∑µν
ξ1 − ξ˜1
∑µν
ξ2
)
LµνΦ
= 2ξ˜2
∑µν
ξ1LµνΦ (74a)
(δ1δ2 − δ2δ1)F = 2ξ˜2
∑µν
ξ1 (−3LµνΦ+ LµνF ) (74b)
and
(δ1δ2 − δ2δ1)Ψ = ξ˜2
∑µν
ξ1(LµνΨ) +
i
2
ǫµνλσρ(LµνγρΨ)(ξ˜2
∑
λσξ1). (74c)
The form of the symmetry transformation given in eqs. (74b,c) is not in accordance with the algebra
of eq. (23a). Consequently we have a model defined on AdS4 which possesses a global Fermionic
symmetry whose algebra is not the supersymmetric extension of the algebra of the generators of
isometry transformations of this space.
4 Discussion
In this paper we have considered a supersymmetric model for the space AdS3 using superspace
techniques associated with a four dimensional embedding space. A two dimensional subspace of
this AdS3 space possess a Minkowski space metric and on this space a supersymmetric model has
been inferred.
The AdS3 model suggests a supersymmetric model on AdS4; this model has been shown to
have a global Fermionic symmetry that does not satisfy the algebra which is the supersymmetric
extension of the isometry algebra of AdS4 space.
We hope to extend these considerations to other spaces of constant curvature. In particular, it
would be interesting to find a model on AdS5 that possesses a global Fermionic symmetry and then
to use Poincare´ coordinates on AdS5 to find a model on a four dimensional space with a Minkowski
metric that has a novel Fermionic symmetry.
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